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Abstract. For many years there has been a sustained international interest in partitioning and transmutation of the ac-
tinides, and particularly americium, neptunium and curium, mainly because of the major contribution to the decay heat
and radiotoxicity of spent nuclear fuel. Therefore in the current report are examined the possibilities for high level waste
reduction through transmutation of these three minor actinides. The main objectives of minor actinide partitioning and
transmutation processes are described and the technological options of such process are revealed. A software experiment
showing the possibilities of actinides transmutation of the most utilized thermal reactors is conducted. The experimental
results and comparison of the transmutation possibilities of thermal reactors is also shown.
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1 Introduction

The word transmutation originates from the never-
realized goal of ancient alchemists to transform, or trans-
mute, the base metals into gold. Literally transmuta-
tion means: to change or alter in form, appearance, or
nature; to change something completely, especially into
something different and better.It was first consciously ap-
plied tomodern physics by Frederick Soddywhenhe, along
with Ernest Rutherford, discovered that radioactive tho-
rium was converting itself in to radium in 1901. When it
comes to nucleus, nuclear transmutation is the conversion
of one chemical element or isotope into another. In other
words, atoms of one element can be changed into atoms
of another element by ’transmutation’. This occurs either
through nuclear reactions (in which an outside particle re-
acts with a nucleus), or through radioactive decay (where
no outside particle is needed).

For many years there has been a sustained international
interest in partitioning and transmutation of the minor
actinides neptunium, americium and curium produced by
fission reactors. Although these three elements are pro-
duced in relatively small quantities in fission reactors, they
are major contributors to the decay heat, neutron output
and radiotoxicity of spent nuclear fuel [1]. Neptunium,
americium and curium are intensely radioactive, featur-
ing both alpha decays and high energy gamma emissions
and dominate the total radioactivity of spent nuclear fuel
orvery high level waste once the fission products have de-
cayed at about 500 years after discharge from the reactor.

Transmutation of the minor actinides by fission or neu-
tron captures to produce shorter lived products would re-
duce the burden of radioactivity in a geological reposi-
tory. Many consider that this would make nuclear fission
more acceptable to the public and this is the motivation
for studying minor actinide transmutation [1]. A nuclear
fuel cycle with minor actinides extracted from spent nu-
clear fuel and re-irradiated in a reactor could in principle

lead to a reduction of up to a factor of 100 of the long term
radiotoxic burden. Some countries, especially France, Ger-
many and Japan, see minor actinide transmutation as a
very important goal and havemade very large research and
development commitments to it [1].

2 Minor Actinides Transmutation Obectives

Partitioning and Transmutation of actinides are generally
said to have three main objectives [2]:

1. Reduction of the possible dose to the population due to
leakage of actinides from underground disposal sites;

2. Reduction of the total radiotoxic inventory of under-
ground disposal sites;

3. Using fissile actinides for energy production.

Each of these three objectives has its specific impact for
the partitioning and transmutation strategy. The first ob-
jective implies that the initial inventory of Np-237 and its
precursors shall be reduced, because Np-237 is a nuclide
which is easily transported to the biosphere without much
adsorption in the underground once it is released from the
underground disposal site. Studies on underground dis-
posal options in salt domes show that Np-237 dominates
the possible dose to the population living somemillions of
years from now.

The second objective is met by heavily reducing the total
amount of actinides in High Level Waste (HLW). It is be-
lieved that reducing the radiotoxic inventory per disposal
site or reducing the number of disposal sites has some pos-
itive impact on the public opinion with regard to the nu-
clear waste problem. It also leads to lower probabilities
of human intrusion in repositories and to reduced accom-
panied doses received by men after intrusion. For human
intrusion scenarios the contribution of americium to the
dose is dominant. Also from the economic point of view
it is advantageous to reduce the inventory or the number
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of underground disposal sites to be licensed. This can be
accomplished also by reduction of the heat emission of the
waste.

The third objective is met by fissioning of actinides in nu-
clear energy parks with thermal and fast reactors. This
was the main reason to apply reprocessing. Future incen-
tives for partitioning of actinides depend primarily on fu-
ture prospects of nuclear energy, which are highly affected
by political standpoints.

3 Radiotoxicity of SNF

The harmful potential of a certain quantity of radioactive
material is evaluated using the concept of radiotoxic inven-
tory and the term of potential radiotoxicity. The radiotoxi-
city of a nuclide is determined by the productof the activ-
ity and the effective dose coefficient ‘e’ for the given iso-
tope. Effective dose coefficient corresponds to the dosere-
sulting from the intake of 1 Bq of a specific radionuclide.
The quantity T is the integration time in years following
intake. For adults, the integration time is 50 years [3].

Radiotoxicity = Activity · e(T ) .

The activityA is the number of decays per unit time inter-
val and it is measured in Becquerel, Bq [3]:

A = −dN/dt = λN .

Effective dose coefficients are evaluated using models de-
scribing the movement of radionuclides through the dif-
ferent parts of the body. A dose factor table is regularly
updated by the International Commission on Radiological
Protection (ICRP).

The ingestion radiotoxicities : RTing = Aeing(50),

The inhalation radiotoxicities : RTinh = Aeinh(50) .

Two basic approaches are used for creating a broader vi-
sion for radiotoxicity. The first approach is used by In-
ternational Atomic Energy Agency and is related on Safety
Guide RS-G-1.7 – 2004 [4] which use the concept of “clear-
ance”. The clearance is intended to indicate which ma-
terial under regulatory control can be removed from this
control. Clearance is defined as the removal of radioactive
materials or radioactive objects within authorized prac-
tices from any further regulatory control by the regula-
tory body. Further, the clearance potential index is defined
as ratio between specific radioactivity and clearance level,
the state in which the radioactivity material became un-
dangerous. So, the clearance potential index is an non-
dimensional quantity, which, if greater than one, shows
the measure of radiotoxicity for the radioactive material
and when is equal to one or less means that the radioac-
tivematerial became clean in the sense that can bemanip-
ulated without restrictions.

The second approach, or the US approach, is described in
the Code of Federal Regulations [5]. The code provides
the radioactivity concentration guides (RCG) for continu-
ous ingestion (fromwater) and inhalation (from air) in un-
restricted areas, in units of curies per cubic meter (Ci/m3).

The RCG values specify themaximum permissible concen-
trations of an isotope in soluble and insoluble forms, for
both ingestion and inhalation, and for occupational and
unrestricted exposure. When the activity (in curies) of a
given isotope is divided by the radioactivity concentration
guides for that isotope, the result is the volume of water
(or air) required to dilute that quantity of the isotope to
its maximum permissible concentration. The dilution vol-
ume is a measure of the radioactive toxicity of the nuclide
for cases of direct ingestion or inhalation and is known as
ingestion or inhalation hazard factor.

4 Technological Possibilities for Minor Actinides
Transmutation

There are several types of variants for minor actinides
transmutation:

• Acceleration-Driven Systems – The transmuta-
tion of long-lived radioactive waste can be carried
out in an accelerator-driven system (ADS), where
neutrons produced by an accelerator are directed
at a blanket assembly containing the waste along
with fissionable fuel. Following neutron capture,
the heavy isotopes in the blanket assembly subse-
quently fission, producing energy.

• Fusion-fission Reactors – Fusion–fission hybrid
reactor is a new energy system based on a fusion re-
actor [6]. The fusion–fission hybrid was conceived
to capitalize on the advantages and minimize the
disadvantages of both processes (fusion andfission).
Fusion reactors are ‘neutron rich’ and ‘power poor’
while fission reactors are ‘neutron poor’ and ‘power
rich’. The idea is to build a hybrid device, the core
of which consists of a fusion reactor whose purpose
is to supply a steady flux of neutrons to a surround-
ing blanket of fissile materials. Such a reactor could
generate electricity, produce fuel for conventional
fission reactors or provide a way to transmute the
long-lived actinides of nuclear waste into shorter-
lived and materials that are more safely disposable
[7].

• J-PARC – Japan Proton Accelerator Research Com-
plex is a high intensity proton accelerator facility.
J-PARC uses high intensity proton beams to cre-
ate high intensity secondary beams of neutrons,
hadrons, and neutrinos [8].

• PEACER – Combining Integral Fast Reactor (IFR)
approach with the heavy liquid metal cooled reac-
tor technology [9].

• Thermal Reactors – Since most commercial reac-
tors are LWR and their spent fuels contain most of
the actinides accumulated to date, actinide recy-
cling in LWRs has been extensively evaluated [10].

• Fast Reactors – In a fast neutron spectrum, the
fission to capture ratio of minor actinides is quite
favourable and this is the main reason why there is
international consensus that fast reactors are well
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suited for minor actinide transmutation. The cross-
sections for transmutation reactions are very low,
which in turn demands very high neutron fluxes.
But fast reactors do have the high neutron fluxes
needed. Fast reactors are also considered to be rel-
atively tolerant of large minor actinide loadings be-
cause their reactivity control and reactivity feedback
parameters are less sensitive than thermal reactors
(though this is heavily design dependent and will
need to be verified at a later stage of development)
[1].

• Thorium based fuel cycle – Some Member States
are evaluating the thorium fuel cycle as an alterna-
tive disposition path for the incineration of pluto-
nium andminor actinides in reactors and as ameans
for nuclear energy productionwith low radiotoxicity
[10].

• Inert Matrix Fuel – Inert matrix fuel concepts have
been proposed in order to minimize the number of
minor actinide containing fuel pins and maximize
the minor actinide transmutation rate, since no ad-
ditional actinides are generated in minor actinide
fuel pins. Both thermal and fast reactor systems are
under investigation for utilizing this option [10].

5 Minor Actinide Transmutation in Thermal
Reactors

Thermal reactors can achieve worthwhile minor actinide
transmutation rates. The balance between neutron fission
and captures is less favourable in a thermal reactor and
the neutron flux field in thermal reactors is much smaller.
However, the thermal neutron cross-sections forminor ac-
tinide transmutation are correspondingly larger in a ther-
mal reactor and the transmutation rates are similar. In
particular, Am-241 can be transmuted very effectively in a
thermal reactor, with up to 70% destroyed within a single
irradiation lifetime of a target assembly. The main limita-
tion of thermal reactors is that the total loading of minor
actinide targets may need to be restricted to avoid exces-
sive impacts on core reactivity control and reactivity feed-
back characteristics. Because of such considerations, the
potential for minor actinide transmutation in thermal re-
actors has largely been overlooked in recent years in favour
of fast reactors. However, there is potentially an advan-
tage in favour of thermal reactors because there are al-
ready more than four hundred in commercial operation,
whereas there are onlyfew fast reactor prototypes avail-
able. If the international community was to become seri-
ous about commercial scale implementation, thermal re-
actors would be available immediately, whereas a long de-
lay could be expected before the same could be said for fast
reactors. Thermal reactors might therefore be useful for
early demonstration of minor actinide transmutation on
commercially relevant scales, without the delays and un-
certainties of having to wait for fast reactor deployment
[1].

6 Experimental Results

Minor actinides transmutation indifferent type of ther-
mal reactors is examined. For this purpose, two models
of recycling are reviewed: single or one-staged recycling
and multiple, or two-staged recycling. The one-staged re-
cycling scheme represents single recycling of minor ac-
tinides, gained from spent nuclear fuel in one fuel cycle.
E.g. BWR (10× 10− 8) in BWR MOX (9× 9− 9) model
represents recycling of minor actinides produced in BWR
(10×10−8) spent fuel and recycled in BWRMOX (9×9−9) in
only one fuel cycle. After the end of the fuel cycle, which
is the only cycle, the residual actinide mass goes for un-
derground storage. The strategy for single recycling of mi-
nor actinides leads to limited reduction of minor actinides
and the significant production costs remains incompletely
compensated.

Multi-stage recycling schemes examined in the report
representtwo-staged minor actinides recycling scheme
lasting over two nuclear fuel cycles. E.g. VVER-1000 in
BWR (10×10−8) model is recycling of minor actinides
produced in VVER-1000 spent nuclear fuel and recycled in
BWR (10−10−8) in two fuel cycles. All models with only
one reactor name in the models signage (from the figures
below) as VVER-1000, PWR (w15x15), CANDU and BWR
(10×10−8) represents recycling of minor actinides pro-
duced in the spent nuclear fuels of these reactors and re-
cycled in the same reactors respectively. The two-staged
recycling scheme has the potential to reach very low levels
of radiotoxicity andheat output as the reasonable numbers
of cycles that can be implemented in the fuel cycle are no
more than two or three.

6.1 Americium-241 transmutation potential

In Figure 1 it is shown the americium transmutation ratio
in the studied reactors. It can be seen that in all type of
reactors, except these with the MOX fuel, there is signifi-
cant transmutation rate of americium-241 up to 85%. The
data is in agreement with the current knowledge for the
transmutation potential of thermal reactors. The reason
for lack of americium-241 transmutation in MOX fuel re-
actor variants is the high initial plutonium quantity in the
startup fuel. Therefore more americium-241 is produced
than it is transmuted.

Because Am-241 decays to Np-237, the radiotoxicity due
to Np-237 is reduced by about 50% when Am-241 is trans-
muted to other nuclides upon irradiation in a thermal re-
actor [2]. Secondly, the radiotoxicity of an americium sam-
ple can be reducedwith a factor of 10 to 20 after irradiation
for 3 to 6 years in a thermal neutron flux of 1014 cm−2s1.
Kloosterman et al., 1994 [2] shows that after a storage time
of about 100 years, the radiotoxicity of an irradiated ameri-
cium sample is considerably reduced compared to the ra-
diotoxicity of an unirradiated sample. The same holds for
the alpha activity and the heat emission.

6.2 Neptunium-237 transmutation potential

In regard to the other important minor actinide,
neptunium-237, the one-staged recycling reactor schemes
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Figure1. Americium transmutation ratio in different transmutation schemes 
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Figure 2. Neptunium transmutation ratio in different transmutation schemes 
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Figure 2. Neptunium transmutation ratio in different transmutation schemes Figure 2. Neptunium transmutation ratio in different transmutation schemes.

with MOX fuel are showing better results than the two-
staged transmutation schemes (Figure 2). The reason for
which is that neptunium-237 generation is practically not
existing in MOX fuels because of the low concentration
levels of uranium-235 in the startup fuel (it is depleted
uranium that is used). From all two-staged transmutation
schemes only VVER-1000 in BWR (10×10−8) shows 20%
reduction of neptunium-237 quantity.

6.3 Average Americium-Neptunium transmutation
potential

In Figure 3 are shown the average Am-241/Np-237 trans-
mutation ratios in the one and two-staged transmutation
schemes. From the figure it is clear that highest trans-
mutation ratio from the all one-staged options possess

VVER-1000 in BWR GE (10× 10− 8) model. The ameri-
cium/neptunium transmutation potential of this model
exceeds 50%. Among the one-staged transmutation
schemes, the highest Am-241/Np-237 transmutation ca-
pabilities possess VVER-1000 in CANDU model. This is
also the only one-staged transmutation model with pos-
itive ratio.

These results show that thermal reactors with uranium
fuel are great transmuters of two of the most concerned,
in terms of radiotoxicity, minor actinides: americium-241
and neptunium-237. Moreover, as it was stated above,the
americium-241 transmutation results in decreased quan-
tity of generated neptunium-237 in spent nuclear fuel,
which reduces the spent nuclear fuel radiotoxicity in long-
term scale.
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6.3. Average americium-neptunium transmutation potential 
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Figure 3. Neptunium-Americium average transmutation ratio in different transmutation schemes 
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6.4 Minor actinides transmutation potential

Figure 4 shows minor actinide nuclide concentration
change after various recycling schemes. From all two-
staged recycling models, the only one with reduction of
minor actinide content, compared to the initially charged
quantity, is VVER-1000 in BWR GE (10× 10− 8) model.
Charged amount of minor actinides for the first transmu-
tation stage in BWRGE (10×10−8) type of reactors is 1609
gr/tTM. After the second transmutation stage, the minor
actinide content is 1312 gr/tTM, which is 18.5% decrease
compared to the initially loaded amount. All other two-
stage transmutationmodels shows around50%average in-
crease of the initially charged minor actinide content.

For all single-stage recycling models, there was no over-
all reduction in minor actinides content after the end of
the recycling stages. However, the model of VVER-1000
spent nuclear fuel recycling in CANDU type of reactors
shows most insignificant increase of the amount of minor
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after the end of the recycling scheme in the CANDU type
of reactors, there is insignificant 1.9% increase, which is
equivalent to 1640 gr/tTM, or only 31 gr/tTM differences.
All other one-staged transmutation models increase more
than two times their initially charged minor actinide con-
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6.5. Minor actinides radiotoxicity change 

Radiotoxicity and gamma decay heat are two main characteristics of spent nuclear fuel that define not only 

the way storage of fuel after its removal from the reactor core, but the long-term danger, which they pose to 

human and environment [11]. The decay heat of radioactive waste defines the basic parameters of the 

systems for heat removal which serve spent nuclear fuel in at least five years after its removal from the 

reactor and radiotoxicity determined radiological hazard of radioactive waste after its leakage and penetration 

into the environment.  
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radiotoxicity except the VVER-1000 in BWR GE (10x10-8) variant. The minor actinide radiotoxicity after 

two-staged transmutation cycles in BWR reactors is only 84% more than the minor actinide radiotoxicity of 

the startup fuel. It is visible also that despite of the -18.5% decrease of minor actinide nuclide concentration 

content in the end of the transmutation scheme, the radiotoxicity in this model is increased, not decreased. 
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6.5 Minor actinides radiotoxicity change

Radiotoxicity and gamma decay heat are two main char-
acteristics of spent nuclear fuel that define not only the
way storage of fuel after its removal from the reactor core,
but the long-term danger, which they pose to human and
environment [11]. The decay heat of radioactive waste de-
fines the basic parameters of the systems for heat removal
which serve spent nuclear fuel in at least five years after its
removal from the reactor and radiotoxicity determined ra-
diological hazard of radioactive waste after its leakage and
penetration into the environment.

In Figure 5 it is shown the percentage change of radiotox-
icity due to minor actinides share in spent nuclear fuel on
the two-staged transmutation models. All models show

significant increase of the minor actinides radiotoxicity
except the VVER-1000 in BWR GE (10×10−8) variant. The
minor actinide radiotoxicity after two-staged transmuta-
tion cycles in BWR reactors is only 84%more than the mi-
nor actinide radiotoxicity of the startup fuel. It is visible
also that despite of the -18.5% decrease of minor actinide
nuclide concentration content in the end of the transmu-
tation scheme, the radiotoxicity in thismodel is increased,
not decreased. The reason for this is the type of the trans-
mutation of americium-241which is relatedwith the lower
energy spectrum of the studied thermal reactors. Because
it is not fissible, it is transmuted by neutron capture toAm-
242m (10%) or to Am-242 (90%). The first-mentioned ac-
tivation product has a relatively long half life of 141 years,
is highly fissile, and can therefore easily be fissioned in a

The reason for this is the type of the transmutation of americium-241 which is related with the lower energy 

spectrum of the studied thermal reactors. Because it is not fissible, it is transmuted by neutron capture to Am-

242m (10%) or to Am-242 (90%). The first-mentioned activation product has a relatively long half life of 

141 years, is highly fissile, and can therefore easily be fissioned in a thermal neutron flux. The second 

activation product also has a high fission cross section, but decays with a half life of 16 hours to Cm-242 

(83%) or Pu-242 (17%). Because of this type of transmutation through neutron capture, high mass radiotoxic 

actinides suchas Cm-243, Cm-244, Cm-245 are produced and the excess radiotoxicity can not be compensate 

with the reduced minor actinides concentration.  
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Figure 6.Minor actinides radiotoxicity change in one-stage recycling schemes 

In Figure 6 there is shown the percentage change of radiotoxicity due to minor actinides share in spent 

nuclear fuel in the one-staged transmutation models. All one-stage models show significant increase of the 

minor actinides concentration, up to 21 times more, as in BWR GE (10x10-8) in PWR MOX (w14x14), 

compared to the initial startup quantity. Only VVER-1000 in CANDU model show33% insignificant increase 

of the minor actinide content. The reason for this is again lack of plutonium in the startup fuel and therefore 

lower americium generation through the transmutation cycle.  

7. DISCUSSION 

Minor actinides transmutation in thermal reactors covers two of the three main objective of the 

partitioning and transmutation strategy of actinides: 

1. Reduction of the total radiotoxic inventory of underground disposal sites; 

2. Using fissile actinides for energy production. 

VVER-1000 in BWR GE (10x10-8) model shows that thermal reactors can be very good transmuters when 

high initial quantities of minor actinides are loaded with the startup fuel. All of the experimental studies for 

minor actinides transmutation in thermal reactors confirm that worthwhile quantities can berecycled in 

LWRs, with useful quantities destroyed in the irradiation lifetime of thefuel assemblies containing the minor 

actinides [12].The majority of commercial reactors in operation in theworld are thermal reactors, and if we 

get the minor actinides transmuted in the thermal reactors during their power generating,the inventory of 

high level long-lived radioactive minor actinides in the world will be greatly reduced. 

In terms of minor actinides share in the total energy production, their impact on thermal-hydraulic reactor 

characteristics is widely analyzed. All of the studies [12] confirm satisfactory core and thermal-hydraulic 
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thermal neutron flux. The second activation product also
has a high fission cross section, but decays with a half life
of 16 hours to Cm-242 (83%) or Pu-242 (17%). Because of
this type of transmutation through neutron capture, high
mass radiotoxic actinides suchas Cm-243, Cm-244, Cm-
245 are produced and the excess radiotoxicity can not be
compensate with the reduced minor actinides concentra-
tion.

In Figure 6 there is shown the percentage change of ra-
diotoxicity due to minor actinides share in spent nuclear
fuel in the one-staged transmutation models. All one-
stage models show significant increase of the minor ac-
tinides concentration, up to 21 times more, as in BWR GE
(10×10−8) in PWR MOX (w14x14), compared to the ini-
tial startup quantity. Only VVER-1000 in CANDU model
show 33% insignificant increase of theminor actinide con-
tent. The reason for this is again lack of plutonium in
the startup fuel and therefore lower americium generation
through the transmutation cycle.

7 Discussion

Minor actinides transmutation in thermal reactors covers
two of the three main objective of the partitioning and
transmutation strategy of actinides:

1. Reduction of the total radiotoxic inventory of under-
ground disposal sites;

2. Using fissile actinides for energy production.

VVER-1000 in BWR GE (10 × 10 − 8) model shows that
thermal reactors can be very good transmuters when high
initial quantities of minor actinides are loaded with the
startup fuel. All of the experimental studies for minor
actinides transmutation in thermal reactors confirm that
worthwhile quantities can be recycled in LWRs, with useful
quantities destroyed in the irradiation lifetime of the fuel
assemblies containing the minor actinides [12]. The ma-
jority of commercial reactors in operation in theworld are
thermal reactors, and if we get the minor actinides trans-
muted in the thermal reactors during their power generat-
ing,the inventory of high level long-lived radioactive mi-
nor actinides in the world will be greatly reduced.

In terms of minor actinides share in the total energy pro-
duction, their impact on thermal-hydraulic reactor char-
acteristics is widely analyzed. All of the studies [12] con-
firm satisfactory core and thermal-hydraulic behaviour
duringminor actinides transmutation cycles. The fact that
so many independent studies have reached the same con-
clusion is also very strong evidence of feasibility.

In regard to reduction of radiological dose to the popula-
tion and environment, minor actinides transmutation in
thermal reactors shows radiotoxicity increase of theminor
actinides in spent nuclear fuel, especially of the MOX fuel
models. Therefore, minor actinides transmutation is not
the best option in regard to reduction of the possible dose
to the population due to leakage of actinides from under-
ground disposal sites.

8 Conclusions

Minor actinides transmutation in thermal reactors repre-
sents excellent option for reducing the total radiotoxic in-
ventory of underground disposal sites. During the recy-
cling cycles, there is satisfactory thermal-hydraulic core
behaviour, which is another benefit of actinides transmu-
tation in thermal reactors. Minor actinides transmuta-
tion in thermal reactors could have also play a role as
a technology demonstrator for more advanced recycling
schemes that might follow in the future, when Genera-
tion IV reactor systems are operational [12]. Last but not
least, minor actinides transmutation in thermal reactors
results in enhanced proliferation resistance of the spent
nuclear fuels, because of drastically increased plutonium-
238/plutonium ratio.
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